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REPRESENTATIONS OF THE LOOP BRAID GROUPS FROM BRAIDED
TENSOR CATEGORIES
LIANG CHANG
Abstract. The loop braid group is the motion group of unknotted oriented circles in
R
3. In this paper, we study their representations through the approach inspired by two
dimensional topological phases of matter. In principle, the motion of loops in R3 reduces to
the motions of points in a two dimensional sliced plane. We realize this physical picture in
terms of braided tensor categories and their braid group representations.
1. Introduction
In the topological phases of matter in two spacial dimensions, the point-like excitations,
called anyons, are modeled by a unitary modular category, equivalently, by a (2+1) topolog-
ical quantum field theory (TQFT). The motion of anyons is described by the corresponding
braid group representations from the modular category, which can yield topological quantum
computation models [11, 10, 23].
It is naturally to consider the excitations in 3d physical systems. By the spin-statistics
theorem, point-like excitations in three spatial dimensions are all bosons or fermions. Switch-
ing two identical particles results in a plus/minus sign in their wave function. In this sense,
the motion of point-like excitations only give the symmetric group representations. How-
ever, other than point-like excitations, there exist string-like excitations in the 3d topological
phases of matter. The groups of their motion generalize the usual braid groups and were
studied in [7, 12, 16] mathematically and physically in [6, 21], etc. In particular, the motion
group of unknotted oriented circles in R3 are called loop braid group. While the unknotted
circles are all linked to another base circle, their motion forms the necklace braid group. Their
representation theory have been studied through algebraic and gauge theory approaches ([2],
[1], [4], etc.) .
In general, the topological phases of matter in three spacial dimensions are encoded by
(3+1) TQFTs. Unlike the (2+1) TQFTs have been well understood by the rich theory of
modular categories, the categorical theory for the (3+1) TQFTs have not been established
completely. In order to obtain the representations of the motion group of links from the
categorical perspective, we shall reduce three spacial dimensions to two spacial dimensions
by focusing on the intersection of the links and an auxiliary plane. From this view, the motion
of links is simulated by the motion of the intersecting points. Although these intersections
can not recover all motions for any links, in some case they can still completely present
the generators of some motion groups. In this paper, we will show the loop braid groups
can be realized by the motion of pairs of points. As a result, we obtain loop braid group
representations from the braid group representation based on braid tensor categories.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we first review the notion of loop braid
groups. Then we will show that the double-strand braids have two type of braidings and
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almost realize the loop braids in Section 3. Finally, we obtain loop braid group representation
whenever two anyons fuse into several bosons or fermions.
2. Loop braid groups
The n-component loop braid is geometrically illustrated as the motions of n unknotted
oriented circles in R3. We can present the generating loop braids diagrammatically via the
trajectories of circles in the time direction as follows.
. . . . . .
σi
,
. . . . . .
sj
These diagrams shows two types of generators of loop braid groups. The generator σi is
to pass the i-th circle under and through the (i + 1)-th circle ending with the two circles’
positions interchanged. The generator si is simply to switch the i-th and (i + 1)-th circles.
Algebraically, the loop braid group is defined by its generators and relations.
Definition 1. The n-component loop braid group LBn is the group generated by σi, sj for
1 ≤ i, j ≤ n satisfying the following relations:
(B1) σiσi+1σi = σi+1σiσi+1
(B2) σiσj = σjσi for |i− j| > 1
(S1) sjsj+1sj = sj+1sjsj+1
(S2) s2j = 1
(S3) sisj = sjsi for |i− j| > 1
(M1) sisi+1σi = σi+1sisi+1
(M2) σiσi+1si = si+1σiσi+1
(M3) σisj = sjσi for |i− j| > 1
This set of generators and relations was introduced in [16] and [6]. It is as the same as the
definition of welded braid groups in the virtual knot theory [15]. There double points are
allowed in the virtual knot diagrams. That is, the welded braid groups is generated by the
following set of crossings modulo the same relations as in Definition 1. Therefore it is possible
to study the loop braid group LBn as extension of the braid group Bn. We refer readers to
[8] for the equivalence of various definitions of LBn and welded diagram approaches.
. . . . . .
σi
,
. . . . . .
sj
33. two types of double-strand braidings
When a circle intersects a plane transversely, the intersection is a pair of points. While
the circle travels parallel to the plane, its motion can be captured by the motion of these
two points. In particular, the generating motions σi and sj are shown below.
σi sj
As a result, we reduce the loop braid groups to the braid groups. That is, the trajectories
of the intersecting points in the time direction form the braids in B2n. Correspondingly, the
motions σi and sj give the following braids σ˜i and s˜j in B2n, repsectively.
σ˜i s˜j
Proposition 1. The braidings σ˜i and s˜j satisfy the braid relations: σ˜iσ˜i+1σ˜i = σ˜i+1σ˜iσ˜i+1,
s˜j s˜j+1s˜j = s˜j+1s˜j s˜j+1, the mixed relation (M1): s˜ks˜k+1σ˜k = σ˜k+1s˜ks˜k+1, and all the far
commutativities (B2), (S3), (M3).
Proof. It is straightforwards to check the following braid diagram equalities through several
Reidemeister III moves.
=
σ˜iσ˜i+1σ˜i = σ˜i+1σ˜iσ˜i+1
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=
s˜j s˜j+1s˜j = s˜j+1s˜j s˜j+1
=
s˜ks˜k+1σ˜k = σ˜k+1s˜ks˜k+1
Finally, (B2), (S3), (M3) are obvious from the far commutativities of B2n. 
Therefore, the motions of pairs of points give rise to a subgroup L˜Bn of B2n which consists
of the braids of double-strands and is generated by σ˜i and s˜j. The following proposition
shows L˜Bn is the image of Bn embeded in B2n in two ways. Similar construction appeared
in [3]. Here we aim to get linear representations of LBn in terms of braid category data.
However, the symmetric relation (S2) s˜2j = 1 and the mixed relation (M2) σ˜iσ˜i+1s˜i =
s˜i+1σ˜iσ˜i+1 are not automatically satisfied. From physical point of view, the symmetric rela-
tion means that the pair of points fuse into some bosons or fermions. But this is not true
in the 2d topological order where more general anyons other than bosons or fermions may
appear after the fusion process. Therefore, the symmetric relation should naturally be a
sufficient condition for the existence of LBn representations. In fact, we show that (M2)
results from the symmetric relation in the next section.
4. The loop braid group representations
Braided tensor categories ([9]) are rich resource of the braid group representations. These
are tensor categories equipped with a family of natural transformations, called braidings.
That is, for each pair of objects x, y of C, one has a natural transformation cx,y ∈ Hom(x, y)
satisfying certain compatibility equations that are regarded as the categorical version of
5Yang-Baxter equation. For an object x, Ri = id
⊗(i−1)⊗ cx,x⊗ id
⊗(n−i−1) induces a homomor-
phism Bn → End(x
⊗n) by σi 7→ Ri. Applying diagram calculus for braided categories, we
have σ˜i and s˜j as morphisms in C expressed in terms of the braiding c.
Let x, y be objects such that the double braiding of x⊗ y is trivial, i.e.,
cx⊗y,x⊗y ◦ cx⊗y,x⊗y = idx⊗y,x⊗y.
This is the symmetric equation (S2) in the categorical setting. Equivalently, it means that
the (x, y)-labeled double-strands can pass through the crossing in the braid diagrams.
x y x y
=
x y x y
The following theorem tells that this trivial double braiding suffices to imply the mixed
relation (M2) and induce a loop braid group representation.
Theorem 1. Let x and y be objects in a braided tensor category C such that the double
braiding of x ⊗ y is trivial. Then the braidings σ˜i and s˜j induces a homomorphism LBn →
End((x⊗ y)⊗n).
This is the corollary of Proposition 1 and Lemma 1 below which implies the mixed relation
(M2). Recall that in [2] the notion of standard extension is introduced for the representa-
tion of LB3 with σ1σ2 = ks1s2 for some constant k. Now Lemma 1 asserts that the LB3
representations in Theorem 1 are all standard.
Lemma 1. If x⊗ y has trivial double braiding, then σ˜iσ˜i+1 = s˜is˜i+1
Proof. It can be verified by the following diagram calculus.
x y x y x y
=
x y x y x y
=
x y x y x y
=
x y x y x y
=
x y x y x y
=
x y x y x y
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The last diagram is actually equal to s˜is˜i+1. In the second and fourth equalities, we push
the double lines through the crossings using the symetric relation. 
In order to compute End((x ⊗ y)⊗n) explicitly, we assume C is a ribbon fusion category
([9]). In this setting, the objects decompose into direct sum of simple objects. Then for
any simple object z, Hom(z, (x ⊗ y)⊗n) is a linear representation of LBn. By fusion rules,
x⊗ y = ⊕zi for some simple objects zi’s. Suppose each zi is bosonic or fermionic, then x⊗ y
has trivial double braiding. Recall that an object z is bosonic/fermionic if z ⊗ z∗ = 1 and
its twist or topological spin is +1/− 1. The followings are examples along this line.
Example 1. Ising category. Let us consider the Ising category whose simple objects are
1, σ and ψ with twists 1, e2pii/16, and −1, respectively. Its fusion rules are σ ⊗ σ = 1 ⊕ ψ,
ψ ⊗ ψ = 1 and ψ ⊗ σ = σ ⊗ ψ = σ. Therefore, Hom(1, (σ ⊗ σ)⊗n) and Hom(ψ, (σ ⊗ σ)⊗n)
are both LBn representations of dimension 2
n−1.
Example 2. Tambara-Yamagami categories. [18] Given a finite abelian group G = {gi},
the simple objects of the TY category T Y(G) are gi’s together with m. Its fusion rules are
group multiplication and mg = gm = m, m⊗m = ⊕gi. It turns out in [17] that T Y(G) is
braided if and only if G is an elementary abelian 2-group. That is, g2i = 1 for any element
gi in G and so gi’s twists are all ±1. Therefore, by the last fusion rule, Hom(m, (m⊗m)
⊗n)
gives a LBn representation.
In the rest of this section, we apply graph calculus to derive formulas for computing the
general representing matrices. For simple objects x, y and z, a fusion basis for Hom(z, (x⊗
y)⊗n) is chosen as
x y x y x y
a1 a2 a3
b2
b3
z
Here we only consider multiplicity-free fusion rules for simplicity. The general case is
completely similar. The LBn will be calculated in terms of the F -symbols and R-symbols as
follows. They are the matrix entries representing the categorical associtivity and commuta-
tivity.
b ca
m
z
=
∑
n
F abcz;nm
b ca
n
z
,
z
a b
= Rabz
z
a b
7As a result, The action of σ˜i and s˜j on the basis vectors are given by
s˜j
( )
x y x y
bj−1 aj aj+1
bj
bj+1
=
x y x y
bj−1 aj aj+1
bj
bj+1
=
∑
cj ,b
′
j
F
bj−1ajaj+1
bj+1;cjbj
R
aj+1aj
cj F¯
bj−1aj+1aj
bj+1;b
′
jcj
,
x y x y
bj−1 aj+1
aj
b′j
bj+1
σ˜i
( )
x y x y
bi−1 ai ai+1
bi
bi+1
=
x y x y
bi−1 ai
ai+1bi
bi+1
=
∑
c,k,b,p,b′i,a
′
i
η(c, k, b, p, b′i, a
′
i) .
x y x y
bi−1 a′i ai
b′i
bi+1
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where η(c, k, b, p, b′i, a
′
i) = F¯
bixy
bi+1;cai+1
F
bi−1xai
c;kbi
Rxaik F¯
bi−1xai
c;bk F
byai
bi+1;pc
R¯yaip F¯
byai
bi+1;b′ip
F
bi−1xy
b′
i
;a′
i
b , F¯ is the
inverse matrices of F and R¯ is the inverse of R.
5. Conclusion
In this paper, we propose the method of dimension reduction to construct loop braid
group representations from braid tensor categories. The advantage of this method is that we
can apply the well-developed theory of braid tensor categories rather than (3+1) TQFTs.
The question becomes searching for two objects whose tensor product having trivial double
braiding. This kind of objects are generally few since their quantum dimensions are square
root of integers. Topologically, once having LBn represenations, we can continue to acquire
the invariants for welded links in the spirit of [19]. This will be discussed in another paper.
Moreover, the dimension reduction approach can be used for more motion groups of links.
Another typical example is the necklace braid groups. This name comes from the shape of
the motion where the moving knots are linked to a base ring just like a necklace. The case
that several circles are linked to another big circle was discussed in [4, 21]. Another case is
that a sequence of torus knots (like trefoil knots) are linked to a base circle. This motion
group was firstly studied in [12] and should give more interesting and complicated braiding
than that from the loop braid groups.
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